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Abstract—Illiterate and semi-literate people usually face
different types of difficulties when they use the Internet, such as
reading and recognising text. This research aims to develop and
examine the influence of adopting a text-free user interface on
the usability of a web-based government system with illiterate
and semi-literate people. A number of steps have been followed
in order to achieve this research goal. An extensive literature
review has been carried out to explore the adoption of different
concepts or representations of content to help illiterate/semiliterate people in Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) projects. Then a consolidated framework is proposed and
adopted in order to develop a text-free user interface. This can
help in building a text-free user interface for a certain service
here in Saudi Arabia. Cultural factors, education level, text-free
icons, and usability guidelines have been considered in the abovementioned framework. A prototype of a web-based government
system after taking into account the above framework has been
designed and developed. Usability testing and heuristic
evaluation have been used as usability assessment methods in
order to evaluate the system usability and its impact on the
usability for illiterate people in Saudi Arabia. The results are
encouraging as the achieved results of usability measures imply
that adopting the consolidated framework has influenced the
usability in this research.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Information and communication technology (ICT) has
improved societies in different ways. Actually, people consider
technology to be a tool that can help them to perform their
daily functions efficiently and effectively. E-governments use
the World Wide Web (WWW) as a tool to deliver their
services to all citizens.
Most e-government websites provide e-services that rely on
textual interface conjunction with little use of graphics and
icons that describe the content of websites. Therefore, a group
of users can easily use and interact with governments’ websites
and take advantage of available services. However, there are
groups of users in society who are not able to access and
benefit from e-government services. Users who are unable to
read and write struggle with the accessibility of available
services due to the heavy use of text on most governmental

websites. Different ways have been proposed in order to assess
the usage of these users’ categories, such as accessibility tools,
usability evaluation methods, and other technologies.
Success in implementing and developing e-government is
the goal of many government organisations. This process
requires a good understanding of the needs of users and system
requirements. Thus, such requirements are expected to be
considered including illiterate or semi-literate, and even people
who suffer from computer illiteracy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Background
and related work is discussed in section II. Section III presents
the research questions and the used methodology in this
research. It includes how the website was selected and the
justifications. Participants recruitment and tasks’ selections are
also explained in this section. Data analysis and discussion is
presented in section IV. The paper concludes with its general
findings, recommendation and conclusion.
II.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Many studies have investigated factors, challenges and
obstacles that have an influence on adopting e-government in
many countries, e.g. Jordan, Bahrain, Qatar, Egypt, Pakistan,
Taiwan,
Germany
and
Saudi
Arabia
such
as
[4][2][13][1][28][27][30][31][32].
These
studies
have
introduced to which extent such factors impact on adopting egovernment from the perspective of users or governments. The
studies have found that most countries lack considering factors
and addressing challenges and obstacles which have an
influence on adopting e-government and providing it to the
fullest. Furthermore, the results have provided only general
recommendations for countries’ governments to focus attention
on all or some of these factors or obstacles without proposing
specific solutions. Table 1 shows most factors, challenges and
obstacles found in adopting e-government in many countries.
E-government acceptance should highly consider a number
of factors which are related to users’ needs, e.g. culture,
education, usability and accessibility, and not just interest in
implementing good infrastructure for ministries, e.g.
availability of hardware, networks and servers [4][2][13][1]. In
Saudi Arabia, [2][4] have studied challenges and obstacles
affecting e-government adoption. The main obstacles have
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been found: availability, education level, trust, accessibility and
usability [2][4].
TABLE I.

CHALLENGES AND OBSTACLES IN E-GOVERNMENT

Factors

Explanation

References

Infrastructure, ereadiness,
availability

To what extent the major IT
infrastructure facilities, e.g. hardware,
software and skills, are ready and
available to all users and government
sectors

Privacy, security,
trust

To what extent the government
provides a secure e-transaction and
ensures user information privacy.

[1], [2], [4],

Service
complexity, ease
of use,
accessibility

To what extent the e-service
design is usable, accessible and
understandable by different citizens.

[1], [2], [27],

Service quality,
website quality,
compatibility

To what extent the information
and content of the e-government
websites satisfy different citizens and
are compatible with a unified design
framework.

Culture,
education,
Internet and
computer skills

Country culture, religion,
education level of different citizens,
and computer skills all have an impact
as social factors in adopting egovernment

Awareness

To what extent a country’s
government spreads the awareness

[2], [4], [27],
[30]

[30], [31]

[30], [32]

[27], [30], [32]

[1], [2], [4],
[31]

[30]

The ability to read and write is one of the important factors
which allow individuals to integrate in society and digital
society, and exchange knowledge and information. The United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) has defined literacy as “the ability to read, write
and understand short written sentences in everyday life”. Being
unable, or finding it difficult, to read or write is a kind of
disability which mediates e-inclusion and accessibility of egovernment websites [15].
UNESCO provides great effort and many programmes to
eliminate illiteracy in many countries. UNESCO considers
literacy to be very important, especially in rapid development
and usage of technology in most of our lives [15]. However,
still there are groups of illiterate people in many countries
according to statistics. According to UNESCO Day 2014,
“there are still 781 million adults and 126 million youths who
cannot read or write a simple sentence” [15].
Recently, an article was published in Al Eqtisadiah
newspaper in Saudi Arabia which states that the number of
illiterate people in Saudi Arabia amounted to 1.2 million of the
population by the end of 2013; this number forms 5.6% of the
population [8]. The highest rate of illiteracy was in elderly
people between 50 and 75 years of age, with the rate at about
40% regarding total illiterate people who are aged above 15
years [8]. This group of users need to utilise e-services.
However, there are only a few studies that have addressed and
developed a suitable interface for illiterate and semi-literate
users to improve their ICT projects in developing countries
such as [3][5][7][9][11][14]. Addressing a problem related to
people who have difficulty in accessing ICT projects is not just

a hardware problem, but needs to consider other factors, e.g.
how to design and provide information presented in ICT
projects [7].
Medhi et al. defined a text-free interface as the “liberal use
of graphics and photographs for visual information, and voice
for providing information normally provided via text” [11].
Thus, a text-free interface is a replacement for textual content
with expressive photographs, drawing images, and audio. It has
been shown that an interface without text can be useful and
preferable by users unable to read text (illiterate) and with a
low level of education (semi-literate) [11][9][16]. Nevertheless,
most illiterate people used mobile phones, were familiar with
number pads, and were able to identify numbers [11][9]. This
implies that a text-free user interface can be usable by illiterate
users when containing numerical text.
The process of developing an interface for illiterate and
semi-literate users includes observing and understanding users
in specific contexts, as well as analysing and gathering
information, and includes these perspectives in the design [11].
Medhi et al. and other studies have proven that involving and
understanding illiterate users’ needs in a design process can
help to recognise problems during interface development and
selecting the more effective and expressive types of pictures
and other types of media [11][6][3][5]. Due to illiterate people
often having a different system of thinking, some pictures may
be interpreted completely differently, depending on the level of
education of the person and culture [7].
Thatcher et al. have developed an ATM icon-based
interface in respect of helping illiterate bank customers [16].
Choosing the best icons and pictures to translate the intended
meaning of content depends on the community culture,
psychology and religion of illiterate users [7][3]. However,
Goetze et al. and Thatcher et al. have found that most of the
pictures have the same interpretation in different countries,
whereas native language is understandable by only a specific
country or region [7][16]. This led to concluding that an iconbased interface is better than a speech-based interface for
illiterate people, especially in countries with many different
languages, dialects and accents [16]. In addition, the human
mind responds to images and it is very easy for a user to
understand a particular text in the form of pictures [7].
Ávila et al. and Medhi et al. have shown that illiterate
people can interpret both realistic pictures and drawing
(cartoon) images [7][3]. Choosing between these two types of
icons depends on the context of the task and system [3].
Designers can use realistic pictures when focusing on the
credibility or creating a direct connection with a particular
concept in the real world [3]. However, they can use drawing
images when focusing on representing a general concept or
they need to take advantage of the flexibility to draw concepts
rather than realistic pictures [3]. Insertion of expressive
pictures and icons in conjunction with text can be beneficial for
functionality and lowly literate people. Friscira et al. have
shown that keeping text with pictures will be better for low
illiteracy, due to removing text not allowing low literates to
discover and encourage them to learn reading and writing [6].
The VideoKheti mobile system project has shown the
benefits of using multimodal interaction when designing a text-
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free interface [5]. Multimodal systems can offer a flexible,
efficient and usable environment for lowly literate users [5].
Therefore, it provides many ways for lowly literate users to
interact through input modalities, such as speech and touch, in
addition to receiving information through the system through
output modalities, such as speech synthesis, smart graphics and
other modalities, opportunely combined [9]. This method of
HCI allows lowly literate and novice users to choose their
preferred style of interaction [9]. VideoKheti has been built on
multimodal interfaces and the first system is targeted at lowly
literate users, which combines touch, graphics, and speech
input on a mobile interface and is completely text-free [5].
However, it has examined this kind of interface with semiliterate people and applied the project to mobile phones only.
Sherwani et al. have developed a telephony system to help
illiterate people by using speech recognition technology and
comparing it with touch technology to access information in a
healthcare system [14]. However, the adoption of a speech
recognition interface for illiterate users’ needs considerable
effort and to be well designed in order to be better and more
effective than a touch interface for both low-literacy and
higher-literacy users [14].
Earlier studies have been focused on an innovative way to
address illiteracy constraints through designing a user interface
suitable for the illiterate and semi-literate population
[3][5][6][11][14]. It will adopt and use icons and images only
in designing the text-free interface [16]. As mentioned before,
the advantage of icons and images is that they are more
understandable by different countries and regions with a
variety of languages and dialects, whereas the disadvantage is
how to refine and select the best icons and images to reflect the
intended meaning of instructions or tasks in a specific system.
Medhi et al. have suggested using voice feedback as help
instructions in order to explain some instructions or tasks [11],
designing a user interface using text with icons and images in
order to encourage semi-literate users to learn reading or guess
written content with the help of icons [6][3]. Nevertheless, the
text will not help illiterate people as they never read or write. A
speech-based user interface will be designed as an interaction
method for lowly literate people [14]. However, it needs to be
well designed due to different dialects and accents, particularly
in larger countries.
III.

RESEARCH QUESTION AND METHODOLOGY

This research aims to examine the impact of text-free user
interface on usability while illiterate and semi-illiterate use eservices. This can be achieved after proposing a consolidated
framework, which will adopt culture, users' needs and usability
guidelines, to develop text-free user interface for a local eservice. A prototype will be developed taking into account the
proposed consolidated framework. The proposed prototype will
be evaluated in terms of its usability with illiterate and semiilliterate users through proper usability evaluation methods.
A. selection and Development of text-free web-based system:
An e-government web-based system has been chosen for
this research where it has to be used by the all citizen her in
Saudi Arabia so illiterate and semi illiterate people have to use
such a system. In order to develop the prototype; three steps

have to be considered: images and icons development, images'
should meet usability guidelines and cultural and users' needs
should be also considered. Firstly, all images and icons have
been designed for the purpose of the project and to fit with the
selected e-service functions except the common icons and
images such as cancellation icons and others. Secondly, images
usability guidelines have been taken into considerations such
as meaningfulness, styling quality, localability, message
quality and metaphor. Thirdly, culture and users’ needs have
been also considered such as the images should be acceptable
with Saudi culture. It will also reflect users' needs while using
the proposed system. The prototype of the selected system has
been developed taking into consideration the aforementioned
steps consulting 2 experts to ensure a professional development
has been taken into account.
Usability evaluation is expected to be carried out after
ensuring the prototype has been developed and its ready for
evaluation to answer the research question. Two usability
evaluation methods have been used in this research; usability
testing and heuristic evaluation. the UT method needs users
participation where heuristic evaluation needs experts to be
conducted. Therefore, both methods have been chosen for this
research in order to eliminate any risk of ignoring any type of “
user” or “ expert” point of view.
Usability testing aimed at gathering qualitative and
quantitative data by observing the users’ performance and user
satisfaction after finishing the test session, as well as finding
usability problems potentially encountered by illiterate/semiliterate users. This method needs representative users to
perform predefined tasks. Participants recruitment, task
selection, test environment and measures will be discussed.
B. Participants recruitment:
Saudi illiterate/semi-literate users were the targeted
audience of both genders. Neilson found that five users are
enough for user testing through formative usability evaluation;
however, 15 users help to identify more problems at the first
evaluation [20]. Dumas and Redish have pointed out that 6–12
users are sufficient to conduct user testing [21]. Thus, in this
testing, 15 participants have been recruited. Moreover, user
consent was taken from users. The pre-test questionnaire was
filled out by the users.
C. Task selection:
The tasks have been selected based on the four selected
services which have been designed for the purpose of the
project. Each service is represented as a user task, as
recommended by [34] [21].
D. Test environment:
An appropriate location has been prepared and organised to
conduct an effective test session. The selected location should
be quiet and comfortable for every participant. The observer sat
away from the participant as not to interrupt his/her attention
while performing the given tasks as its recommended by
[34][21].
E. Usability measurements:
The usability of a software, website or product is measured
by to what extent it is easy to use for the targeted users [19].
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Five metrics have been identified by Jakob Nielsen to evaluate
the ease of use or usability: learnability, efficiency,
memorability, errors and satisfaction [19]. Memorability is
measured by how users become proficient when facing the
design after a period of time. Thus, it has been excludes due to
the long time needed for the evaluation. Learnability is
calculated by task completion when the user performs the task
the first time [19]. Task completion has been determined by
monitoring the user during the task using three rates proposed
by Jakob Nielsen (S = Success, F = Failure, P = Partial
success) [22]. Success indicates the user terminating the task
without errors, Partial success means the user succeeding in
performing the task with error(s), and Failure means the user
giving up finishing the task [22]. The efficiency is checked by
the time the user takes to complete the task after learning the
design [19]. For that, the test has been recorded using Screen
Recorder software, which helps to measure the efficiency (time
on completion of task). The errors measure is calculated by the
number and frequency of errors encountered by the users
during the test [19]. Also, Screen Recorder software was used
to identify user errors through performing each task.
Satisfaction is evaluated by to what extent the user enjoyed and
was interested in using the design [19]. User satisfaction has
been measured by asking the user orally after finishing the
tasks using a 5-point Likert scale (very satisfied, satisfied,
neutral, dissatisfied, and very dissatisfied).
Heuristics evaluation was organised and prepared to ensure
effective inspection and results. Preparing the procedure
included selection of evaluators, guidelines with detailed
checklists, stating evaluation materials and instructions, and
piloting the guidelines and checklists to ensure its compatibility
with the text-free web-based system before starting the real
evaluation.
F. Selection of heuristics evaluation guidelines:
The most frequent set of heuristics used in evaluating a user
interface has been proposed by Nielsen [24]. It consists of 10
heuristics which are used in text-free user interface evaluation
[3]. Nevertheless, a new text-free interface needs additional
principles or guidelines in conjunction with Nielsen’s
heuristics. For this reason, Nielsen’s 10 heuristics have been
extended with text-free principles proposed by Medhi et al.
during her field study [11]. These principles have developed as
guidelines for a text-free user interface. Furthermore,
Flexibility and Minimalist Design principles in Nielsen
heuristics have been excluded because it intended to evaluate
the ability of expert users to accelerate his interaction with the
interface by using shortcuts or an alternative way of
interaction. This heuristic is not suitable for illiterate/semiliterate users because they need a few steps and settings in
order to reduce the potential user errors. In addition, there is
little knowledge and experience of illiterate/semi-literate users
in using a computer; thus, there is no room for adjusting
interface settings. The following list has been used which is a
combination of Nielsen heuristics [24] and Medhi text-free
principles [11]:
1) Visibility of System Status
2) Match Between System and the Real World
3) User Control and Freedom

4) Consistency and Standards
5) Help Users to Recognise, Diagnose, and Recover from
Errors
6) Error Prevention
7) Recognition Rather Than Recall
8) Aesthetic and Minimalist Design
9) Help and Documentation
10) Avoid text (but using numbers may be okay).
11) Use semi-abstracted graphics, photorealism with deeper
interaction
12) Pay attention to subtle graphical cues. User response
may depend on psychological, cultural or religious biases.
13) Provide voice feedback for all functional units
G. Selection of evaluators:
Five evaluators were recruited (two female and three male)
after taking their consent as recommended by [17]. The
evaluators have studied a usability analysis and testing course
and have little experience in using a text-based website version.
H. Evaluation materials and steps:
Afterwards, a heuristics evaluation sheet was prepared with
13 selected heuristics. A number of checklists have been listed
in order to help the evaluator to assess the interface against
every heuristic. The evaluation sheet was submitted by e-mail
to everyone in order to ensure conducting the evaluation
independently to guarantee unbiased results [25]. The
evaluation sheet included the goal and objectives of assessment
and the website tasks without providing any guide or aid as to
how to use the design. Furthermore, it was requested from each
evaluator to spend some minutes exploring the interface and
then review it to fill out the sheet, find problems and provide
their comments. The problems found during heuristics
evaluation have integrated with user testing problems in a
single table (in the next section).
I. Piloting the experiment:
A pilot experiment of heuristics checklists has been done
by an independent evaluator. The importance of piloting the
heuristics checklists is to guarantee that it is adequately clear
and appropriate to the text-free interface [25]. In the pilot
experiment, the evaluator has achieved all heuristics evaluation
steps and procedures. The results of this evaluation are
excluded from findings due to there being discussion and
clarification with the evaluator.
J. Severity rating:
Problem severity helps to rank the seriousness of the
problem to the targeted users during using the website. Using
Jakob Nielsen’s severity rating, all problems gathered and
observed by two usability methods have been returned to the
five heuristics evaluators to rank the severity of each problem
[26]. The severity rating scale from 0 to 4 is as follows: 0 = I
don't agree that this is a usability problem at all; 1 = Cosmetic
problem only: need not be fixed unless extra time is available
on the project; 2 = Minor usability problem: fixing this should
be given low priority; 3 = Major usability problem: important
to fix, so should be given high priority; 4 = Usability
catastrophe: imperative to fix this before the product can be
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released [26]. Each evaluator did the rating alone and then
computed the average of rates for each problem [26].
IV.

DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS

This section includes analysis of data collected from two
usability evaluation methods which have been selected in this
project. Starting with finding all problems from these methods,
a comparison between types of problems has been discovered
by each method. Thereafter, analysis data was gathered from
usability testing in order to assess and find the overall user
usability of the text-free web-based system.
A. User Testing and Heuristics Evaluation Problems:
After running user testing and heuristics evaluation, this
section discusses what problems have been detected, the
number and frequency of problems found by each method,
common problems discovered by both, and the types of
problems in terms of the impact of the problem on user
usability. The following table (Table 3) shows the number of
problems discovered by heuristics evaluation and usability
testing and the number of common problems:
TABLE II.
Evaluation Method
Heuristics Evaluation
Usability Testing
Total no. of problems

NUMBER OF PROBLEMS

No. of
Problems
17
9
22

No. of Common
Problems
4

Overall, 22 distinct problems have been discovered from
both usability testing and heuristics evaluation. Usability
testing has revealed five distinct problems, heuristics
evaluation has found 13 distinct problems, and four problems
were common.
B. Discovered problems based on frequency:
From the extracted problems, the number of observations
have been discovered. The evaluation found that the highest
frequency was in problems which related to skills needed in
using a computer (using a dropdown menu and check boxes).
Most of the illiterate/semi-literate users do not use a computer.
The usability tester observed that illiterate/semi-literate users
tend to click on-based tasks.
Regarding the images and icons design problems were in
second place with less frequency. This was according to the
images and icons feature which was assumed before in the
consolidated framework. Notice that only images and icons
belong (some concepts or website functions need help in
conjunction with images such as a voice or video, as there is no
agreement to interpret the same exactly intended meaning by
all people), e.g. the image of the Reporting Missing Documents
service has a problem. Although there is help in the form of a
voice with the image, it may need to add the voice when the
mouse is over an image instead of a separate icon for a voice
under the image. That is easier for illiterate/semi-literate users,
as observed in the map during the evaluation.
The other images and icons which belong to other features
have been recognised by users. However, regarding the feature
that is assumed (illiterate/semi-literate users can recognise
numbers), only two users out of 15 can’t read numbers.

C. Discovered problems based on severity:
Heuristics evaluation found a usability catastrophe and
mostly major and cosmetic problems. It revealed the problems
related to different aspects in overall web design, e.g.
validation problems, error prevention problems, page title, and
space between icons which are not detected or overlooked by
real users. The major problems by heuristics may have an
effect on users’ usability after a period of time of interaction
with the design. Usability testing discovered major and minor
problems frequented by users. This leads to heuristics
evaluation considered a complement to usability testing and
these two usability methods can provide exhaustive usability
evaluation [33]. Table 3 shows the discovered problems based
on severity.
TABLE III.
Type of
Problem
catastrophe
Major
Minor
Cosmetic

TYPE OF PROBLEMS BASED ON SEVERITY

# of HE
Problems
1
5
1
6

# of UT
Problems
1
2
2

# of common
Problems
2
2
-

Total
1
8
5
8

D. Usability Testing:
The data collected from usability testing have been used to
assess the text-free web-based usability according to usability
metrics: learnability, efficacy and user errors. As mentioned
before, the testing was carried out on 15 (seven male and eight
female) participants. They have the following profile
characteristics as shown in Table 4:
TABLE IV.
Characteristics

Age

Educational
Level

Computer Skills

PARTICIPANTS’ PROFILE CHARICTERSITICS

Response
20–30
31–40
41–50
51 or
more
Illiterate
Semiliterate
Excellent
Good
Bad
No skills

Male
(Percentage)
0 (0%)
2 (28.6%)
4 (57.1%)

Female
(Percentage)
1 (12.5%)
2 (25%)
3 (37.5%)

1 (14.3%)

2 (25%)

3 (20%)

4 (57.1%)

3 (37.5%)

7 (46.6%)

3 (42.9%)

5 (62.5%)

8 (53.3%)

0 (0%)
2 (28.6%)
3 (42.9%)
2 (28.6%)

0 (0%)
1 (12.5%)
4 (50%)
3 (37.5%)

0 (0%)
3 (20%)
7 (46.6%)
5 (33.3%)

Total
1 (6.6%)
4 (26.6%)
7 (46.6%)

E. Learnability (Task Completion):
As observed in the success level chart, two users failed in
completing Task #1, as they were unable to identify the way of
selecting the services (small check box). These users were aged
51 and above; moreover, they did not have experience with a
computer and bad experience skills in using a smart phone.
In Task #2, four users failed in performing the task on
account of the Reporting Missing Documents icon on the home
page not translating the intended meaning. They have clicked
on booking an appointment at Civil Affairs, and their
commentary does this service in the government office. They
also did not try to click on voice icons. Furthermore, they
performed Task #2 as a first or second task according to the
assigned task order.
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Furthermore, four users failed in Task #4 because they
failed in how to enter the date using the dropdown menu. Note
that all of these users did not have or have bad computer skills.
The success rate was calculated as Jakob Nielsen
suggested. Partial success (p) took 50% of success, was added
to the success (S) case, and then divided the value over the
overall attempts as follows (S + (p*0.5)/No. of attempts) [22].
The overall success rate of the design from 60 attempts is 75%.
Jakob Nielsen found that most website success rate scores are
less than 50% if the user is dealing with design the first time
[22].
Additionally, Jeff Sauro pointed out 78% as a
measurement for the success rate. This percentage was an
average success rate found in 1200 different areas and the
design of software and website tasks with expert and novice
users [29]. Ismail has assessed the usability of educational
computer games for children which have the same
characteristics of our design in respect of using images and
children not proficient in reading. Their system achieved a
73.18% success rate [28]. The result of 75% is considered
reasonable and good due to a score above 50% compared with
Nielsen, as the users interact with the system the first time,
which is close to Ismail, finding 73.18% when compared to a
similar design and characteristics. It is also close to Jeff
Sauro’s success rate measurement, although his results are
from different types of users and software domains.
F. Efficiency (Time on Task):
During the usability testing session, the observed efficiency
of the success completion task increases based on the task
order. The time of every task decreases if the task has been
performed by a user as the third or fourth task in order
regardless of the user profile or characteristics. This is due to
the user becoming more familiar with the design and the design
becoming learnable after performing more than two tasks [19].
In these results, Task #1 has been excluded because only one
success case happened.
The geometric means have been considered in computing
the average time for each task, as recommend by Jeff Sauro
and Jakob Nielsen [23]. The geometric mean is better in order.
A very big value can skew the result in an arithmetic mean,
especially if the sample size is less than 20 [23]. As mentioned
before, excluding Task #1, Task #4 has the highest geometric
mean due to having the highest number of steps to perform it
relative to other tasks. Table 5 displays the geometric mean for
Task #2, Task #3 and Task #4:
TABLE V.
Task
Task #2
Task #3
Task #4

GEOMETRIC MEAN OF TASK TIME
Geometric Mean (sec.)
69 sec.
84 sec.
117 sec.

G. Number of errors:
Most problems have been frequented in Task #1 (roughly
45% (19 user errors from 42) of the total frequency rate during
usability testing). This problem related to computer skill
(selecting from check boxes). Meanwhile, Task #3 has
recorded the lowest frequency rate of 2% (one user error from
42) during usability testing due to no computer skills needed
(depending on click or touch). Moreover, Task #2 and Task #

contain a dropdown menu that needs some skills in using a
computer. The only user error with the most frequency related
to image and icon design was the Reporting Missing
Documents icon. The non-understandable meaning of this icon
while using a dropdown menu error in Task #2 has influenced
an increase in the number of errors in Task #2 after Task #1 is
in place.
H. Satisfaction:
The satisfaction was measured by one question to assess
the overall user experience and pleased after using the text-free
interface. Single Ease Questions (SEQs) have been used to
measure the overall user experience and satisfaction with the
design (as recommended by Jeff Sauro) being easy to answer
and collect, particularly for illiterate/semi-literate users [34].
We used a 5-point Likert scale in the form, and explained each
point scale to the user to select one of them. The answer was
taken orally by the observer after the test session. Although
some of the users succeeded and some had errors, all of the
users had a positive response and a willingness to use the textfree interface if available on government websites.
V.

MOST IMPORTANT FINDINGS AND PROJECT
CONTRIBUTION

Conducting such research offers different findings and
contributions. These can be divided into different categories,
such as research findings, recommendations, and contributions.
A. Research Findings:
As discussed in the beginning of this project, adoption of egovernment requires decision makers to pay more attention to
users’ needs. It can be noticed that previous literature in many
countries, particularly in Saudi Arabia, has not considered
some of the factors which would help them to achieve success
in implementing e-government. These factors are related to
users, such as availability, accessibility, usability and different
education levels.
Furthermore, it can be also noticed that a few researchers
have conducted and proposed solutions for illiterate/semiliterate users in different developing countries, such as India,
Brazil and Switzerland [7][6][3]. To the best knowledge of the
author’s knowledge, there are no proposed solutions related to
user interfaces which have been introduced in Saudi Arabia for
people with a low level of education; in addition, the user
interfaces proposed in other countries have different
representations, such as using icons only [16], icons with text
for semi-literate users [6][3], speech [14] or multimodal
representations on a mobile phone for semi-literate users only
[5].
Thus, this project can be considered proposing a solution to
help governments and other organisations in solving
availability, accessibility and usability of web-based system
content for low education level problems. This solution adopts
a text-free user interface by using a combination of icons,
images and audio, proposing a consolidated framework in
order to accelerate the development process of appropriate and
understandable icons and images.
This project has found that text-free interfaces have
influences on user performance and satisfaction when illiterate
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and semi-literate people use the system. The users’
performance has increased users’ learnability and efficiency.
The design success rate has achieved 75%, which can be
considered positive as illiterate/semi-literate users have
encountered the interface the first time when compared with
the achieved results of [22] and [29]. This group of users
cannot be considered expert users. Additionally, users’
learnability has been affected positively where users did not
need more time after they performed the first task. This
concludes that the text-free interface is easy to learn and
illiterate/semi-literate users became familiar with the interface
after performing one or two tasks. It has been observed that
illiterate/semi-literate users are willing to accept and use egovernment web-based systems if they consider their needs
and become text-free interfaces. This result is in line with [16]
and [11].
B. Recommendations:
It can be recommended that adoption of text-free user
interfaces can positively influence the usability of egovernment systems while illiterate/semi-literate users use
them. Moreover, it can be also recommended that user
interface design should be as simple as possible in respect of
interaction methods, avoiding complex task actions, small
images, icons and interface controls, and adopting click- or
touch-based tasks as suggested by references [5] and [6] and
mouse-over actions as pointed out by Medhi [11].
Furthermore, it is highly recommended that designers and
developers use the consolidated framework as it helps in the
design of images and icons and in developing effective and
efficient images and icons for different websites, cultures and
countries. Image usability guidelines, countries’ culture, and
proposed image features during usability evaluation methods
have shown their adequacy to accelerate reaching or closing
understandable images and icons without iterative design with
real users which happened with Thatcher and Medhi [16] [11].
Moreover, image features were based on using truthfulness and
clear and visible images and icons, e.g. real objects in life,
globally known things and countries’ environment and culture.
The images do not matter if represented in a photographic or
abstraction way, but they should be credible and intelligible
and have a direct meaning to the intended concept as found by
Ávila [3]. Additionally, using voices can be helpful in
conjunction with concepts which do not have agreement
representation or images. In [16], it has been mentioned that
during his experiments to develop comprehensible icons for all
users, it was not necessary for all icons to be 100%
understandable by all users, as users could understand them
after continuing using the interface [16].
C. Conclusion and Future Work:
Current and relevant literature has been reviewed in respect
of developing a text-free interface for illiterate and semiliterate people in many countries. Moreover, the literature
review covered discount usability evaluation methods and
compared these methods. The project has developed a webbased system for government services in Saudi Arabia. The
project suggests a consolidated framework which is expected
to include users’ needs, cultural factors, and usability
guidelines which can be used for developing any text-free

interface. Therefore, all of the selected e-services will be
developed to be text-free interfaces, applying usability testing
and heuristic evaluation on a developed design in order to
answer the research question. The project found that the textfree interface has an influence on improving illiterate/semiliterate usability of e-government systems. The text-free
interface should be designed in such a way as to be simple and
understandable by these kinds of users according to their
country, culture and website domain.
For future work, this project can be extended to redesign
the interface to solve the problems which were discovered as
major problems during usability evaluation. Furthermore,
transfer another service on the Ministry of Interior websites.
The following table contains major problems discovered during
usability evaluation and recommendations for a future design.
This research can be applied to different domains, e.g.
healthcare, or different countries and cultures when using the
same proposed image features or adding new features based on
the user’s needs who they targeted. It can be also compared
with the traditional e-services. It can also be extended to target
different groups of users such as disabled people.
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